
We have decided to use a Zenodo Community to host the proceedings of 
BDExoCon. Zenodo is an emerging data and publication repository from CERN 
and supported via EU research funds. Every upload is assigned a DOI, making it 
a "real" publication, and will be indexed via ADS. More details here:https://
zenodo.org/about

As an example, here's the Community for the Cool Stars Workshop:
https://zenodo.org/collection/user-cool-stars

To upload your contribution:
- Create a PDF of your talk or poster. -- this in the primary file and will show up in 
the preview of your entry.

- Consider which, if any, supplemental files, especially movies and animations, 
which other folks might want to use in their talks. You could also include key 
individual figures, the entire .ppt or .key, or even data files.

- If you don't have an account, create one. -- don't worry, Zenodo does *not* send 
spam like ResearchGate. 
https://zenodo.org/youraccount/register
 
- Upload to the BDExoCon community
https://zenodo.org/deposit/?c=bdexocon-oct2014

- Optionally include this mete data about the conference
Title: The Brown Dwarf to Exoplanet Connection Conference: Making sense of 
Atmospheres and Formation 
Acronym: BDExoCon
Dates: 2014 October 23-24
Place: University of Deleware, Newark, DE, USA
Website: http://www.physics.udel.edu/gp/bdexocon/BDEXOCON.htm

- Include info about the session you were in.
Program: http://www.physics.udel.edu/gp/bdexocon/programBDEXOCON.htm

Session: Let's use <day>-<session>. So if you were in Session 3 on the 2nd day, 
enter "2-3". For posters, enter "Poster"
Part: If you were the 2nd speaker in the session, enter 2.

- Latex is supported in the description by using the capital Sigma button in the 
formatting menu.

- You may include citations which will be indexed via ADS! Separate them line by 
line and see this formatting guidance: http://altbibl.io/gazette/wp-content/uploads/
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- Once you submit, you cannot modify your contribution (at least not easily). It's 
intended to be a static publication. To be safe, there is a SAVE option that can be 
utilized before final submission. Authors have full control over the metadata for 
the record(s) post submission but must contact info@zenodo.org if they wish to 
correct their file(s) post submission.

- The default license is Open Access and Creative Commons Attribution. That 
means anybody can use and adapt the material as long as they properly 
attribute/cite you and indicate what changes were made. You may change this 
license if you wish.

- Once you hit submit, the entry will be curated by Kelle before it shows up in the 
community page.

- If you have any questions or concerns, contact Kelle...this was her idea! 
 kellecruz@gmail.com

- The submissions will be publicly viewable here:
https://zenodo.org/collection/user-bdexocon-oct2014
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